
ABSTRACT 

Background: The treatment of the alcohol addiction has achieved a level where there is 

needed an institution that will control its treatment, define it, process it and evaluate its 

outputs. Although it is necessary to follow new trends it is also necessary to use already 

defined sets of rules so that the previous results obtained during the treatments activities 

are not lost. 

Aim: To compare development in the treatment approaches of the alcohol addiction during 

the century focused on treatment approaches of the P. Bderich Konarik, which were used in 

the Velke Kuncice facility and with the treatment approach of the Apolinar facility during the 

Jaroslav Skala’s leadership period in the facility. 

Methods: The analysis was processed in the format of a simple historic comparation of the 

institutions where there was carried out indentification of the historic information and a 

basic review of the documents. They were found using the National museum interfaces and 

the local areal archives. A systematic evaluation of the information connected with the 

treatment facilities and their staff was processed. After this evaluation the documents on 

the topic were found ad they were fixed using the technical means ; they were sorted and a 

their content and quantitative analysis was carried out. To acheve this goal the description 

methodology of the individual aspects and a comparative analysis were used. 

Results: The treatment approaches of the alcoholic addiction treatment facility in Velke 

Kuncice and in the alcohol addiction treatment facility in the psychiatric clinic of the faculty 

of the general medicine within the Charles University are of the similar parameters and their 

application shows similar elements. 

Conclusion: The comparation analysis indicates that the P.B. Konarik achieved with 

foundation and realization of the treatment facility in Velke Kuncice not only laid 

foundations for the future generations but also succeded in modernizing and humanize 

these foundations. The analysis also showed the there is a connection between the 

treatment approach of the B. Konarik and J. Skala – it is not possible to define yet if these are 

intended or arbitrary. 
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